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7 ABSTRACT: Translocation of a polymer chain through a narrow pore is explored
8 using 3D explicit solvent dissipative particle dynamics simulation. We study the
9 dependence of the translocation dynamics and translocation time τ on the chain length
10 N, driving force magnitude E, and solvent quality. Two types of driving forces are
11 considered: uniform hydrostatic force, which is applied equally to the chain and solvent
12 particles, and uniform electrostatic force, which is applied selectively to the charged
13 particles in the chain and oppositely charged counterions in the solvent We concluded
14 that the scaling correlations τ ∼ E−ξ and τ ∼ Nβ are valid only for coil-like chains. For
15 globular chains, the exponents ξ and β could not be identified with a reasonable
16 accuracy. While the found value of ξ agrees with published experimental results and does not depend on the driving force type,
17 the exponent β depends on the driving force and solvent quality. This is explained by nonequilibrium effects, as in the systems
18 considered, the time of translocation is comparable with the time of chain relaxation. These effects, manifested in the changes of
19 chain conformation in the process of translocation, were analyzed on the basis of the variation of the gyration radii of cis and trans
20 segments of the chain in normal and lateral directions. A prominent chain expansion was observed for coils and was insignificant
21 for globules. This work demonstrates the feasibility of the 3D dissipative particle dynamics modeling of translocation phenomena
22 and accounting for the electrostatic interactions with explicit counterions, as well as for the solvent quality, in a computationally
23 efficient manner.

1. INTRODUCTION
24 Translocation of polymers through nanoscale pores is a
25 complex physical process, which is of great importance for
26 various biological phenomena such as injection of viral DNA,
27 RNA transfer across nuclear pores, and protein transport
28 through membrane nanopores,1,2 as well as for chromato-
29 graphic separation and purification of natural and synthetic
30 polymers and biomolecules on nanoporous substrates.3

31 In order to thread through an opening that is much smaller
32 than its radius of gyration, the polymer chain has to assume an
33 elongated conformation that is entropically unfavorable. This
34 entropy toll on the chain free energy creates a barrier, which
35 can be overcome by an external driving force. Polymer
36 translocation has attracted a great deal of attention in the
37 literature. Experimental studies typically deal with penetration
38 of polymer coils dissolved in a good solvent through nanopores
39 of biological or solid state membranes driven by a constant
40 electrostatic force. In their pioneering paper, Kasianowicz et al.4

41 reported experimental investigations of translocation of single-
42 stranded RNA and DNA molecules through a lipid bilayer with
43 α-hemolysin pores of ∼2.6 nm in diameter. The translocation
44 event was detected as a prominent drop of the ionic current
45 due to a partial pore blockage by the moving chain. The
46 duration of the current drop was associated with the
47 translocation time. The authors distinguished “short-time”
48 and “long-time” blockages, which may be related, in fact, to
49 failed and successful translocation attempts. In later experi-
50 ments,5−7 similar setups were employed with various single-

51and double-stranded DNA translocating through nanopores in
52biological and solid state membranes. The relationships
53between the translocation time τ and the key system
54parameters, such as the chain length N and driving force
55magnitude E, are traditionally interpreted in terms of scaling
56correlations, such as τ ∼ Nβ and τ ∼ E−ξ, with the scaling
57exponents ξ and β that are commonly assumed to be
58independent of each other. Experimental data for globular
59proteins, for which water is a poor solvent, is limited.5−7 In the
60process of translocation, the globule should open up as
61suggested by Talaga and Li,5 who explored translocation of β-
62lactoglobulin through a pore in a silicon nitride membrane (see
63also a comprehensive review in ref 8).
64A number of simulations and theoretical calculations have
65been performed using various models of polymer chain
66dynamics. It is worth noting that atomistic level simulations,
67in particular molecular dynamics (MD), which are very
68impressive and demonstrative, are still prohibitively expensive,
69e.g., ref 9. Indeed, even with specially designed high
70performance algorithms, it takes 24 h for thousands of CPUs
71to compute one all-atom trajectory of translocation of just 10
72nucleotides through a nanopore.9 Taking into account that we
73deal here with a stochastic process, it is necessary to perform
74multiple runs to collect statistically meaningful data. This
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75 challenge can be met by a coarse-grained representation of
76 biomolecules. Most authors used an ideal Gaussian chain
77 model10−12 or a bead−spring model with short-range repulsion
78 between the beads.13−15 The computational methods include
79 various one-dimension diffusion models,10−12,16,17 solvent-free
80 kinetic Monte Carlo (MC),13,18−22 coarse-grained molecular
81 dynamics (CGMD),15,23−26 Brownian/Langevin dynamics
82 (BD/LD),27 and dissipative particle dynamics (DPD).15,28,29

83 The resulting scaling exponents vary substantially depending on
84 the method, dimensionality of the system, and the type of the
85 driving force applied (there are also a few studies of purely
86 diffusive translocation unassisted by a driving force30). In
87 modeling studies, the driving force was applied either explicitly
88 as a local force acting on the beads located within the
89 pore13,17,31 or implicitly by setting a difference in polymer
90 chemical potential in the cis and trans compartments. This
91 difference is created by distinct polymer−solvent15,16,30 or
92 polymer−solid11,20 interactions on cis and trans sides of the
93 membrane. In these cases, the driving force is essentially
94 independent of the chain length, and thus, the scaling
95 exponents β and ξ should be independent as well. Alternatively,
96 the driving force can be applied to all or selected beads of the
97 chain, or uniformly to all beads, including solvent if the latter is
98 modeled explicitly32 and, as such, be proportional to N.
99 Recently, He et al.32 in 2D DPD simulations and Kapahnke et
100 al.15 in 3D DPD simulations reported that there exists a
101 significant dependence of the scaling exponent β on the
102 magnitude of the driving force, casting doubts on an adequacy
103 of the universal scaling exponent description of translocation
104 phenomena.
105 In this work, we model the translocation of chain molecules
106 in coil and globule states through nanopores using 3D DPD
107 simulations. The DPD method allows us to consider the
108 polymer−solvent interactions explicitly, which is especially
109 important in studies of charged polymers driven by electric
110 forces, when the dissociated counterions should be taken into
111 account. Most importantly, the DPD method, which operates
112 with soft quasi-particles, provides a significant improvement of
113 computational efficiency compared to the MD and other
114 methods that employ hard-core interaction potentials of
115 Lennard-Jones type (e.g., recent ref 33). Also, the size of the
116 bead of the coarse-grained polymer chain can be chosen
117 commensurate with the pore opening, thus ensuring that the
118 pore cross section can accommodate only one bead. This
119 natural coarse-graining helps simplify the simulation setup and
120 enables comparison with the earlier simulations, where the
121 condition of one bead in the pore cross section was implied. It
122 is worth noting that the DPD method was shown efficient in
123 modeling polymer translocation; however, all but two
124 previously published works were limited to 2D models.32 The
125 2010 work of Kapahnke et al.15 was the first attempt of 3D
126 DPD simulation of translocation phenomenon. The authors
127 studied the chain translocation driven by a contrast in the
128 solvent quality on the cis and trans sides of the membrane that
129 is equivalent to the application of the local force inside the
130 pore. Several very recent papers employed the hard-core
131 interaction potentials with the 3D DPD simulation scheme to
132 avoid particle overlap.25,28,29 In particular, Li et al.28 explored
133 polymer translocation driven by electrostatic field through
134 relatively wide channels and obtained the scaling exponents β
135 and ξ for different solvent quality and driving force magnitude.
136 The same group studied the dependence of translocation
137 dynamics on the length of the channel between cis and trans

138compartments.29 Feng et al.25 reported different scaling
139exponents depending on the choice of the range of dissipative
140interactions. Another just published paper26 employs LJ hard-
141core potentials with the Langevin thermostat; this paper
142considers different features of the translocation process, such as
143the translocation time dependence on channel length. Note-
144worthy, the use of soft potentials is the most attractive feature
145of the DPD method that makes it computationally efficient
146compared to the MD and BD models with hard-core
147interactions between beads.
148The methodological novelty of this work is in the
149demonstration of the feasibility of the 3D DPD method for
150modeling the translocation phenomena and accounting for the
151electrostatic interactions with explicit counterions, as well as for
152the solvent quality, in a computationally efficient manner
153(compared with hard-potential models). We performed 3D
154DPD simulations with two different types of driving forces: (i)
155a spatially uniform hydrostatic-type force, which equally acts on
156polymer and solvent beads, and (ii) a spatially uniform
157electrostatic-type force, which acts only on the charged beads
158within the polymer chain and on the counterions in solution. In
159the latter case, we consider explicitly, for the first time in the
160translocation literature, the electrostatic interactions between
161charged fragments of the polymer and counterions in the
162solution. In doing so, the charges are either equally distributed
163between the beads of the chain, as is done in modeling uniform
164polyelectrolytes such as sulfonated polystyrene or DNA (this
165model will be referred to as “uniform chain model”) or assigned
166to the selected beads to mimic a heterogeneous charge
167distribution in proteins (this model will be referred to as the
168“heterogeneous chain model”). These models were chosen for
169their simplicity and qualitative difference; in the uniform chain
170model, the force is proportional to the chain length, while in
171the heterogeneous chain model, the force is independent of the
172length. We analyze the dependence of the translocation time on
173the chain length, the driving force magnitude, and the solvent
174quality. Special attention is paid to the alteration of chain
175conformations in the process of translocation in good and bad
176solvent, which has only been briefly discussed in the
177literature.32 An analysis of polymer conformation is especially
178important for studies of translocation of globular proteins.
179The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we
180briefly present the DPD methodology employed to simulate the
181translocation process and describe the interaction parameters,
182as well as the simulation system setup. In section 3, we
183demonstrate that the adopted simulation model provides a
184proper description of the coil−globule transition, and thus is
185suitable for studies of the effects of solvent quality. In section 4,
186we study the effect of the driving force magnitude for the case
187of good solvent. In section 5, we present results of the influence
188of the solvent quality, which was varied from good to bad
189conditions, on the translocation time for different driving
190forces. In section 6, we consider chain conformations during
191the translocation process. The conclusions are summarized in
192section 7.

2. SIMULATION SETUP AND TECHNIQUES
193We used a standard version of the DPD technique,34 as
194summarized in ref 35. The polymeric molecule is presented by
195a chain of quasi-particles, or beads of equal diameter Rc. The
196interactions between beads i and j include soft conservative
197repulsion force, random force, and velocity dependent friction
198drag force: Fij = Fij

(C) + Fij
(R) + Fij

(D). We applied the standard
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199 form of the conservative force, which decays linearly with the
200 distance between the beads rij, with the cutoff potential radius
201 of action equal to Rc: Fij

(C) = aij(1 − rij/Rc)(rij/rij), if r < Rc; and
202 Fij

(C) = 0, if r ≥ Rc. As such, Rc is treated as the bead diameter,
203 which is assumed equal for all quasi-particles in the system.
204 Here, aIJ is the conservative parameter specific to the bead types
205 I and J to which particles i and j belong, and rij is the vector
206 between the ith and jth particles. The repulsion force acts along
207 the line connecting the centers of the beads. The repulsive
208 parameter for solvent beads is set to ass =25kT/Rc, and the
209 system density is set to ρRc

3 = 3, as recommended for aqueous
210 solutions.36 The random force, which accounts for thermal
211 fluctuations, is taken proportional to the conservative force that
212 is also acting along the vector between the bead centers:
213 Fij

(R)(rij) = σwR(rij)θij(t)rij, where θij(t) is a randomly fluctuating
214 in time variable with Gaussian statistics. The drag force is
215 velocity-dependent: Fij

(D)(rij, vij) = −γwD(rij)(rij∗vij), where vij =
216 vj − vi and vi and vj are the current velocities of the particles.
217 We assume the common relationship between the drag and
218 random force parameters wD(r) = [wR(r)]2 and σ2 = 2γkT (σ =
219 4.5). Noteworthy, the pairwise random and friction force
220 employed in DPD secure the conservation of momentum,
221 which is not conserved in BD or MD models with the original
222 Langevin thermostat based on single particle random and
223 friction forces. This is the main methodological advantage of
224 DPD for the conservation of momentum is critically important
225 in studies of hydrodynamic problems like translocation.
226 For charged beads in the simulations with the electrostatic
227 driving forces, we applied the “smeared charge” model of
228 Groot37 recently employed in simulations of dendrimer−lipid
229 interactions.38 The charge is distributed as a symmetric cloud of
230 linearly decreasing density centered at the center of bead i, ρi(|r
231 − ri|)/ei = f(|r − ri|) = 3(1 − (|r − ri|/Re)/πRe

3, where ei is the
232 total bead charge and Re is the smearing radius set to Re =
233 1.6Rc, similarly to ref 37, were static properties of similar
234 polyelectrolyte were studied. As such, the electrostatic potential
235 between two charged beads i and j screened by the medium
236 with dielectric constant εr is given by a nondiverging integral Vij

e

237 = ∫ ∫ f(|r1 − ri|)Γ/(4π|r1 − r2|)f(|r2 − ri|)d
3r1 d

3r2, where Γ is
238 the coupling constant Γ = eiej/kTε0εrRc.

37 The connectivity of
239 the chain beads is ensured by a spring force acting between
240 neighboring beads: FB = −KB(rij − req)rij/rij, where KB = 100
241 kT/Rc is the spring elastic constant and req = 0.8Rc is the
242 equilibrium bond length. We set εr = 78, as in pure water at
243 ambient temperature.
244 With the uniform electrostatic force, we attempted two
245 different types of charge distribution along the chain: (i) the
246 total charge is fixed, and the driving force is independent of N.
247 This manner of applying the driving force, which we will call
248 the heterogeneous chain model, crudely mimics the trans-
249 location of proteins, which can be differently coarse-grained. To
250 consider a particular example, we “mapped” the charge profile
251 of β-lactoglobulin (βLGa) at neutral pH onto the model chain
252 of coarse-grained beads. The charge profile of βLGa is
253 presented in the Supporting Information, Figure S1. Depending
254 on the level of coarse-graining, each bead contained a certain
255 number of amino acids. The charges of the amino acids within
256 each bead were summed up, and this sum was assumed as the
257 bead charge. The sum of bead charges along the chain equaled
258 the total charge of βLGa −10e. To satisfy the electroneutrality,
259 charged counterions (positive and negative) modeled as
260 charged solvent beads were added to the solvent. The
261 heterogeneous charge distribution has some major consequen-

262ces. First, the charge profile of βLGa (like many other proteins)
263is inhomogeneous. Most of the negative charges are
264concentrated in the tail of the chain (that is, the beads that
265are the last to enter the opening), while the head section, which
266enters the opening first, is slightly positively charged and
267therefore experiences force opposite to the translocation
268direction. The central section of the polymer also bears a
269positive charge. Second, the interactions between explicit
270charges of the chain, as well as with the hydrophilic
271counterions, affect the conformations of the translocating
272protein, especially in bad solvent, effectively making it more
273hydrophilic. Since the polymer charge remained constant and
274the chain length varied, polymer beads were allowed integer
275charges stronger than ±e, but all counterions were assigned +e
276or −e charge, and each charged bead was neutralized by one or
277more counterions. Accordingly, the number of counterions
278changed from 10 (all positive) at N = 1 (single bead) to a
279maximum of 29. Assuming that each solvent bead effectively
280models three water molecules, the concentration of counterions
281varies approximately from 0.02 to 0.08 M, which is sufficient to
282affect substantially the conformations of the translocating chain
283as well as the translocation time.
284(ii) In the second model, each bead carried a fixed amount of
285charge, which is independent of the chain length. In this case,
286the total charge and, correspondingly, the driving force acting
287on the chain are proportional to the chain length N. This model
288is referred to below as the “uniform chain model”. In the
289uniform model, electrostatic repulsion interactions between the
290polymer beads and counterions were omitted, which meant
291they do not affect conformations of the translocating polymer.
292The uniform chain model is therefore similar to one under the
293hydrostatic driving field, but the driving force is only applied to
294the polymer beads rather than to all beads. The absence of
295intrachain electrostatic interactions and the uniformity of the
296driving field make our setup different from that in current
297blockage experiments4,5,39 where the driving force depends
298strongly on the bead location.
299The simulation cell had a cylindrical shape with periodic
300 f1boundary conditions applied in the axial x-direction (Figure 1).
301The sizes of the cylinder were 30Rc in length and 20Rc in
302diameter. The cylinder walls were composed of implicit
303immobile DPD beads “smeared out” over the outer space

Figure 1. Simulation setup. In the initial configuration, the polymer is
placed in the cis compartment (shown on the left side of the
membrane) with the first three beads located within the pore. The
chain is relaxed with the driving force turned off and the second bead
fixed at the pore center. At time zero, the driving force is applied.
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304 outside the cylindrical system. The density of implicit beads had
305 a density of ρRc

3 = 3 (equal to the average density of the main
306 system) which was repulsive to both polymer and solvent with
307 the parameters of aWP = aWS = 55kT/Rc (here and further on,
308 subscript index “P” refers to the polymer, “S” to solvent, “W” to
309 the wall, and “M” to the membrane). The cylindrical cell was
310 separated into cis and trans compartments by a membrane that
311 consisted of three layers of repulsive beads (4314 beads in
312 total). By using three layers of repulsive beads, we make sure
313 that the probability of penetration of solvent and polymer beads
314 through the membrane is negligible. The membrane had a pore
315 of circular cross section of 2.2Rc in diameter (counted as the
316 distance between the centers of immobile beads that form the
317 membrane), as shown in Figure 1. The positions of the
318 membrane beads were fixed throughout the simulation.
319 In the initial configuration of each simulation, the polymer
320 molecule was placed in the cis compartment with the three end
321 beads already in the channel (Figure 1). The chain was relaxed
322 with the driving force turned off. Coordinates of the second
323 bead were fixed at the center of the pore throughout the
324 relaxation process. No restrictions were applied to other mobile
325 beads such as solvent and counterions. The counterions were
326 dissociated with practically no ion pairs observed. They tended
327 to spread throughout the system. At time zero, the driving force
328 was applied, the chain was released, and the translocation
329 process began. If the entire chain exited the opening to the
330 trans compartment, the translocation was considered successful.
331 The time at which the last chain bead crossed the plane formed
332 by the centers of the rightmost layer of membrane beads was
333 recorded as the translocation time τ. If the entire chain exited
334 the channel to the cis compartment, the translocation is
335 counted as “failed” and the simulation stopped. The duration of
336 the fail translocation event was recorded as well.

3. CONDITIONS OF THE COIL−GLOBULE TRANSITION
337 To show that the model chosen is capable of describing
338 polymer behavior in good and bad solvent, we determined the
339 conditions of the coil−globule transition. For this purpose, we
340 simulated free uncharged polymer chains in a large solvent bath
341 under 3D periodic boundary conditions with solvent−solvent
342 and polymer−polymer repulsive parameters aSS = aPP = 25kT/
343 Rc and polymer−solvent repulsive parameter aPS being varied.
344 The state of the polymer chain was detected using the
345 correlation between the chain length and the radius of gyration
346 in the form of the power law Rg ∼ Nν and is quantified with the

f2 347 Flory exponent ν. The results are presented in Figure 2. When
348 the solvent is poor (that is, aPS is high), the chain collapses into
349 a globule with the volume proportional to the chain length (ν ≈
350 1/3). As the solvent−polymer interactions become less
351 repulsive, the polymer exhibits a continuous transition to a
352 random coil signified by the increasing ν. We could see that θ -
353 solvent conditions (ν = 1/2) correspond in the DPD model to
354 aPS = 27.25 kT/Rc; see Figure 2. This result agrees within the
355 accuracy of these calculations with data reported recently.15

356 Using a widely adopted linear correlation between the
357 interaction contrast Δa = aPS − aSS and the Flory−Huggins
358 parameter, χ = 0.286Δa,35 we estimate the θ point value of χθ =
359 0.63. As the solvent−polymer interactions improve further, ν
360 stabilizes in the 0.56−0.64 interval, which includes the values
361 obtained previously for self-avoiding polymer chains using
362 different methods, including similar 3D DPD simulations.40−42

363 In further simulations of translocation, most of the simulations
364 were performed with aPS = 25kT/Rc (χ = 0, good solvent,

365unconstrained polymer chain adopts a coil configuration) and
366aPS = 40 kT/Rc (χ = 4.29, bad solvent, polymer chain assumes a
367globular state).

4. DRIVING FORCE EFFECT IN GOOD SOLVENT
368The scaling between the translocation time τ and the driving
369force magnitude E was extensively studied in the literature both
370experimentally and with simulations for coil-like chains at the
371good solvent conditions. Assuming the standard power law
372scaling, τ ∼ E−ξ, Kasianowicz et al.4 obtained an inverse
373proportional dependence with the scaling exponent ξ = 1. This
374intuitively plausible result, the stronger the force the shorter the
375time, was confirmed by later studies of single-stranded and
376double-stranded DNA translocation through solid and α-
377hemolysin pores.5,43,44 Meller et al.39 found strongly nonlinear
378dependence of the polymer velocity on the applied voltage. On
379the theoretical front, numerous kinetic MC and LD/BD
380simulations in 2D and 3D with the “local” driving force
381confirmed the inverse proportional correlation ξ ≈ 1.19,27,45−48

382Ikonen et al.49 in their MD and theoretical study of polymer
383translocation found a nonuniform correlation between τ and E,
384with ξ ≈ 0.9 for weaker driving forces and ξ ≈ 1 for stronger
385forces. They concluded that translocation time could not be
386described with a universal set of scaling exponents and stressed
387the importance of pore−polymer interactions that contributed
388substantially to the nonuniversal polymer behavior. There is
389also a significant dissent. He et al.32 modeled polymer
390translocation by 2D DPD with a uniform hydrostatic force
391applied to all beads, polymer, and solvent, and obtained ξ ≈ 1/
3922. Kantor and Kardar16 in their 2D MC simulations obtained
393the scaling exponents of β = 1.875 and ξ = 1.45 when the
394polymer was pulled from one end and driven by a chemical
395potential difference, correspondingly. β = 2.0 correlation was
396observed in 2D dynamic MC simulations of Chen et al.,50 and
3973D explicit solvent MD simulations of Matysiak et al.23 Later,
398Luo et al.51,52 reported a complex picture with several intervals
399of the driving force characterized by different values of ξ,
400including ξ = 1 at sufficiently strong forces.
401For examination of the driving force influence on τ, we
402consider polymer chains of 80 beads driven by uniform
403hydrostatic and electrostatic driving forces at the good solvent

Figure 2. DPD simulation of the coil−globule transition. Correlations
between the chain length and the radius of gyration of a single chain at
different solvent qualities characterized by the polymer−solvent
interaction parameter aPS. The error bars for the scaling exponent
given in this figure are calculated under the assumption that the scaling
exponent is a normally distributed random variable and correspond to
90% percentile. The linear regressions are calculated using the least-
squares algorithm.
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404 conditions. The range of driving field magnitude for each force
405 type was chosen so the driving force acting on one bead in a
406 polymer chain was substantially weaker compared to the mean
407 conservative repulsion force acting between the soft beads in
408 DPD simulation but strong enough so that reliable statistics
409 could be obtained. The magnitude of the driving force acting
410 on a bead varied from 0.05 kT/Rc to 0.9 kT/Rc for hydrostatic
411 force and from 1.0 kT/Rc to 9.0 kT/Rc for electrostatic force.
412 This means that the strongest driving forces were comparable
413 to the typical repulsive forces between the individual beads in
414 our DPD system, while the weakest driving forces were much
415 weaker than the interparticle forces. Generally, when the
416 electrostatic force is applied, the beads move through the
417 resisting viscous solvent. The oppositely charged counterions
418 add to this resistance. Contrary to that, the hydrostatic force
419 affects all beads, and as such, both the chain and the solvent
420 form a flow driven through the pore. Note that the hydrostatic
421 force employed here does not correspond to the pressure
422 driven flow considered in MD studies of water ultrafiltration
423 through nanopore.53,54

424 Despite the different nature of the flow, the correlation
425 between the force magnitude E and τ is very similar for both

f3 426 driving force types (Figure 3). Here and further on, each point
427 shown is obtained as an average of at least 1000 successful
428 translocations. The weaker the driving force, the longer is the
429 translocation time, and the more expensive the simulations are.
430 That is why the statistical error is greater for weaker forces. The
431 ranges of magnitudes of driving forces acting on the entire
432 chain were approximately the same for all field types: 0.4−
433 80kT/Rc for the hydrostatic field and 0.6−90 kT/Rc for the
434 electrostatic filed. However, the translocation times obtained
435 with the electrostatic field were substantially slower. In both
436 cases, there is a reliable linear correlation between the
437 logarithms of the translocation time τ and the force magnitude
438 E with the slope of ξ ≈ 0.9. This result is close but not equal to
439 the trivial inverse proportional scaling, ξ = 1, observed in
440 experiments and simulations reported previously,4,19,23,46,52 and
441 rather coincides with the MD result obtained in ref 49 for
442 weaker driving force and a recent DPD simulation.26 This
443 finding is likely to indicate the importance of an explicit solvent
444 model when translocation phenomena are considered.

5. CHAIN LENGTH DEPENDENCE. INFLUENCE OF THE
445SOLVENT QUALITY

446A linear increase of the translocation time with the chain length
447(τ ∼ Nβ, β = 1) was reported for single-stranded DNA by
448Kasianowicz et al.4 and later by Meller et al.39 Storm et al.44

449experimented with much stiffer double-stranded DNA and solid
450silicon oxide pore, and reported a higher scaling exponent, β =
4511.27, that was also obtained in a number of theoretical and
452simulation studies, which employed 2D DPD,32 MD,23 BD/
453LD,25,27,30,31,52 2D and 3D dynamic MC,13,19,45,50 and a
454complex 3D multiscale methodology combining constrained
455MD for the polymer motion with a lattice-Boltzmann treatment
456of the solvent hydrodynamics.24 However, in other works,
457higher values of β , ranging up to 2.5, were ob-
458tained.15,18,20−22,46,48,51,52,55−57 Some authors found different
459scaling exponents for different chain lengths48 and driving force
460magnitudes. There were also several attempts to establish
461correlations between scaling exponent β and Flory exponent ν
462for translocation in 2 and 3 dimensions. For example, Sung and
463Park10 studied translocation of ideal chains by using self-
464consistent field theory (SCFT) and obtained β = 2 + ν at very
465weak driving forces; as the driving force became stronger, the
466translocation time encountered a crossover in the scaling
467behavior from β = 2 + ν at very weak driving force to β = 1 + ν
468at stronger driving forces. The same correlation, β = 1+ ν, was
469suggested by Dubbeldam et al.21 and Tsuchiya and
470Matsuyama.18 Later, Park and Sung11 studied the temperature
471dependence of translocation driven by polymer adsorption on
472the trans side of the membrane. They found that the correlation
473between τ and N differed above and below Tc, the temperature
474of adsorption−desorption transition, for ideal polymer chains
475on the trans side: β = 2 at T > Tc and β = 3 at T < Tc. Using
476SCFT calculations, Muthukumar58 studied translocation of
477polymer chains with excluded volume interactions and obtained
478τ ∼ N. Matysiak et al.,23 Wei et al.,30 and Bhattacharya et al.52

479reported β = 2ν, while the relationship β = 1 + 2ν was reported
480by Milchev et al.,20 Romiszowski and Sikorski,22 and Lehtola et
481al.46 Very recently, Qian et al.59 obtained β = 2.35 for a partially
482charged polymer under uniform electrostatic driving field. And
483last, Feng et al.25 obtained in 3D DPD simulation with LJ
484interactions between the particles the scaling exponents β ∼ 1
485that are significantly smaller than all other reported values. In
486addition, disagreement between the value of β determined with

Figure 3. Translocation time dependence on the driving force magnitude for N = 80 in good solvent: (a) uniform hydrostatic driving force; (b)
uniform electrostatic driving force, heterogeneous chain model. Each point shown is the average of at least 1000 successful translocation events. The
slopes of the linear fit are −0.89 ± 0.02 (a) and −0.88 ± 0.01 (b), correspondingly. Uncertainties are given at 90% confidence level.
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487 the explicit-solvent28,49 and implicit-solvent models shows the
488 importance of accounting for explicit solvent in simulations of
489 polymer dynamics.
490 We explored the dependence of the translocation time τ on
491 the chain length N under the uniform hydrostatic and
492 electrostatic driving forces in good and bad solvents. The
493 results for chains ranging from N = 20 to N = 120 are presented

f4 494 in Figure 4 in double logarithmic coordinates. The power law
495 correlation between τ and N seems applicable to the systems
496 considered under good solvent conditions (Figure 4a), for
497 which β was determined with a reasonable accuracy at N > 20.
498 For the uniform hydrostatic force, the scaling exponents were
499 determined as β ≈ 1.44, which is generally consistent with the β
500 = 1 + ν correlation based on the chi-square criterion, in contrast
501 to other possible correlations (β = 1, β = 2ν, β = 1 + 2ν, β = 2).
502 With electrostatic driving force, both uniform and heteroge-
503 neous models produced a higher scaling exponent that is
504 inconsistent with the previously reported values of β. The
505 steepest increase of τ with N is observed for the heterogeneous
506 model, which is natural because the overall driving force in this
507 case is constant and does not depend on the chain length.
508 Under bad solvent conditions (Figure 4b), a reasonable
509 scaling was found only for the heterogeneous model. In this
510 case, the value of β obtained was nearly identical to that in good
511 solvent. This unexpected result can be explained by the fact that
512 the chain due to the strong electrostatic charges did not
513 comprise into a globule but generally assumed open
514 configurations. This is confirmed by the analysis of
515 configurations of cis and trans subchains discussed below
516 (section 6). The difference in the translocation process for coils

f5 517 and globules is illustrated in Figure 5, where we present a series
518 of snapshots taken at the different degrees of translocation (0,
519 25, 50, 75, and 100%) in real simulation time. Typical
520 snapshots of a chain simulated with the heterogeneous chain
521 model are shown in Figure 5b. Despite the fact that apparent
522 local compaction of fragments of the chain is observed, the
523 chain generally maintains a stretched, coil-like configuration.
524 In the uniform chain model, where the electrostatic forces
525 between the beads are weak and do not affect the polymer
526 conformation, the chain under bad solvent conditions remained
527 in a well-defined globular conformation (Figure 5a) throughout
528 the translocation process, in cis and trans compartments alike,

529similarly to the chain under hydrostatic field. The translocation
530mechanisms for coil and globular polymers are inevitably
531different, especially at large N. Indeed, both the work needed to
532transfer the center of mass of the tethered chain from the cis to
533trans compartment and the friction coefficient are proportional
534to the chain effective diameter, which is smaller for the globule
535and scales as N1/3 for globules and N0.6 for coils. As such, the
536time for the globule translocation should be smaller than the
537time for the coil translocation at the same driving force, as seen
538from Figure 4. We also should expect a smaller β exponent for
539globules compared to that for coils. This is confirmed
540qualitatively by the data in Figure 4, especially for the
541hydrostatic force, when the chain transformation is not affected
542by electrostatic repulsion and the difference between the coil in
543good solvent and the globule in bad solvent is well pronounced.
544However, the time−length relationship for globular chains does
545not show a power law scaling with reasonable accuracy, at least
546for the chain lengths considered here. One of the possible
547explanations is that translocation of globules occurs much faster
548than translocation of coils and the statistics was insufficient
549even though the data was collected over 1000 successful
550translocation events.
551From the comparison of the scaling exponents for trans-
552locations in good and bad solvents for the hydrostatic force, we
553concluded above that translocation time increases with chain
554length faster under good solvent conditions. This conclusion is
555supported by the simulations, in which the solvent−polymer/
556solvent−solvent interaction contrast aPS was varied. For
557 f6example, Figure 6a shows the correlation between τ and aPS
558for N = 30. It is obvious that the better the solvent, the larger
559the translocation time is. A similar result was obtained by He et
560al.32 in 2D DPD simulation with the hydrostatic driving force.
561The translocation time decreases roughly linearly with aPS, and
562respectively, it increases linearly with the Flory−Huggins
563parameter χ. However, given the different scaling exponents β
564in τ(N) dependences for coil and globule polymers, one cannot
565expect a universal scaling relationship between the translocation
566time and the solvent quality. In particular, Figure 6b shows that
567the solvent quality has a greater influence on longer chains
568compared to shorter chains.
569The influence of the driving force magnitude on β may be
570explained by a nonequilibrium nature of the process: if the

Figure 4. Dependence of the translocation time τ on the chain length N at good (A) and bad (B) solvent conditions. Different symbols correspond
to different models considered: squares, uniform hydrostatic force; circles, uniform electrostatic force, heterogeneous chain model; triangles, uniform
electrostatic force, uniform chain model. Slopes for the linear fit performed for N ≥ 20 are shown on the charts by broken lines with the respective
estimates of the scaling exponents β. The linear correlations are based on τ obtained in 1000 individual successful translocation events, rather than on
the average translocation times shown by symbols on the plots. The “uncertainties” demonstrated by thin vertical lines show an interval within which
90% of observed τ values fall at given N. Note that the linear regressions are shown for the conditions at which the chain remained coil-like in the
course of translocation. The scaling relationship for globular chains could not be identified with reasonable accuracy.
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571translocation is slow, polymer conformational relaxation is
572much faster compared to penetration through the pore. The
573two fragments of the chain located in the cis and trans
574compartments behave as tethered subchains. These config-
575urations may be deformed as the driving force becomes
576stronger and the translocation process faster.48 β increased with
577the driving force magnitude well beyond the statistical error.
578However, Kapahnke et al.15 actually observed a monotonic
579decrease of β as the driving force strengthened. Lower β ∼1 for
580stronger driving force was also obtained by Li et al.28 The
581detailed analysis of the τ−N dependence in the process of
582adsorption driven translocation showed that the linear
583dependence with β = 1 holds for strong driving force and
584gradually deteriorates as the driving force decreases.60 The
585dependence on the driving force may also explain the difference
586between the higher value of β obtained in this work and
587experimental results obtained for electrostatically driven
588translocation of single-stranded DNA through membrane
589nanopores.4,39 Because of the different opening sizes, channel
590lengths, and potentials applied, a direct comparison is,
591unfortunately, problematic.

6. EVOLUTION OF CHAIN CONFORMATION DURING
592THE TRANSLOCATION PROCESS
593Configurations of polymer on the cis and trans sides have been
594considered in the literature. Most theoretical studies considered
595translocating polymer as quasi-static, assuming that chain
596relaxation is much faster compared to the translocation process
597itself, as described above. In our simulations, as well as in earlier
598works reviewed below, the translocations scale is longer but
599comparable to relaxation scale and these processes cannot be
600separated. Fyta et al.61 observed that for N > 100 the transverse
601component of Rg follows a dynamic scaling law of 0.6, close to
602the Flory exponent of a 3D self-avoiding random walk. Guo et
603al.29 found an increase in the mean-square radius of gyration of
604polymer by the DPD method, which indicates that the polymer
605elongates in the flow direction during translocation. Feng et
606al.25 observed in 3D DPD simulation that, during the
607translocation process, the size of the trans fragment is larger
608than the size of the cis fragment. Luo et al.62 observed that the
609cis fragment was more stretched than the trans fragment due to
610significant nonequilibrium effects. However, a straightforward
611comparison with the DPD results is somewhat problematic,
612since in refs 25 and 62 the polymer beads interacted attractively

Figure 5. Sample snapshots of the translocating chain at different
solvent conditions and degrees of translocation. Column A, uniform
chain model, bad solvent; column B, heterogeneous chain model, bad
solvent; column C, hydrostatic driving force, good solvent. Top to
bottom: varying degree of translocation: 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100%.

Figure 6. Translocation time dependence on the solvent quality: (a) translocation time dependence on the solvent quality characterized by the
solvent−polymer/solvent−solvent interaction contrast, hydrostatic driving force; (b) translocation time dependence of the chain length in good and
bad solvents, electrostatic driving force.
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613 via Lennard-Jones interactions between the particles, and
614 scaling relationships obtained depended on the ratio between
615 the Lennard-Jones particle radius and the radius of dissipative
616 forces. For example, the gyration radius Rg of the trans fragment
617 determined in ref 25 fulfilled the scaling relationship Rg ∼
618 Ntrans

0.79 for smaller dissipative radius and Rg ∼ Ntrans
0.64 for

619 larger dissipative radius. Even in the case of unbiased
620 translation, nonequilibrium effects were evident.63

621 To study how the chain conformation changes during the
622 translocation process, we considered conformations of cis and
623 trans fragments of the translocating chain separately as a
624 function of degree of translocation, here defined as Ntrans, the

f7 625 number of monomers that has moved to the trans side. Figure 7

626demonstrates the evolution of the cis and trans radii of gyration
627in the normal and lateral direction during the translocation
628process. The data points presented are averaged over series that
629include no less than 1000 successful translocations each. The
630results of events with failed translocation are also included in
631the average Rg presented in Figure 7. The plots of Rg vs N are
632more instructive in normal, rather than logarithmic, coor-
633dinates. Since the chain length was limited to 60 or 53 beads,
634the scaling analysis cannot be performed and, indeed, the log−
635log plots did not contain well-defined linear regions in any
636reasonable length intervals.
637Under good solvent conditions, translocation starts from an
638asymmetric coil-like cis chain (Figure 5b,c). As the trans

Figure 7. The evolution of lateral (x direction, parallel to the driving field) and normal (yz plane projection, perpendicular to the driving fiels) radii
of gyration of the entire chain, cis segment, trans segment; N = 60 for the hydrostatic force and the homogeneous model N = 53 (heterogeneous
model). Upper panels: uniform hydrostatic force at good (a) and bad (d) solvent conditions. Middle panels: heterogeneous chain model with E =
−1kT/(Rce) (which corresponds to F = 10 kT/Rc driving force acting on the entire chain) at good (b) and bad (e) solvent conditions. Bottom
panels: uniform chain model with the driving force magnitude of 0.1 kT/Rc per bead at good (c) and bad (f) solvent conditions.
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639 segment starts growing, the Rg for the cis segment changes very
640 little or even shows a slight increase, visible for hydrostatic force
641 (Figure 7a). Hydrostatic force affects polymers and solvents
642 alike, creating a flow of solvent, with the velocities of particles at
643 the narrow opening much faster than in the middle of the cis or
644 trans compartments. The solvent flow, which is developing as
645 the polymer is pulled through the opening, apparently makes
646 the polymer accept a conformation stretched in the lateral
647 direction. In both compartments, the polymer is expanded
648 compared to a normal coil, as the lateral Rg achieves a
649 maximum far exceeding that of a chain composed of two
650 tethered equilibrium coils. In the final configuration, the
651 polymer is more extended than in the initial configuration.
652 Strong nonequilibrium effects and asymmetric chain
653 geometry were also observed with the heterogeneous chain
654 model. The initial conformations of the chain are more
655 extended than the normal tethered coil conformations used
656 with the hydrostatic force, apparently due to electrostatic forces
657 between the charged monomers. Radii of gyration monotoni-
658 cally decrease in the cis and increase in the trans compartment
659 as the polymer proceeds through the opening, showing that
660 nonmonotonic behavior observed under hydrostatic force these
661 effects should be attributed to the solvent flow. Still, the
662 maximum Rg for the heterogeneous model in good solvent
663 exceeds that of a chain composed of two tethered equilibrium
664 coils, and the final conformation of the chain is more extended
665 in the lateral direction than the initial conformation (Figure
666 7b). Both uneven charge distribution and existence of mobile
667 counterions might have contributed to the nonequilibrium
668 effects. First, the middle segment experiences a force opposite
669 the translocation direction, which causes translocation to slow
670 down. Second, counterions are much more mobile compared to
671 the polymer. Therefore, anions create a cocurrent flow and
672 cations create a counter-flow through the opening. The
673 separation of cations from the polyelectrolyte contributes to
674 the expansion of the latter due to uncompensated electrostatic
675 repulsion between the chain anions. This force vanishes when
676 the cation counterflow is established, and they become
677 distributed more or less homogeneously over the system
678 volume. This may be the reason for slower translocation and
679 nearly constant Rg for the cis segment at the initial stage of
680 translocation, seen in Figure 7b.
681 With the uniform model, where the driving force is applied
682 to polymer beads only, nonequilibrium effects in that system
683 were also evident: the power law correlation Rg ∼ (N − 1)v was
684 completely inapplicable in either compartment. The polymer
685 chain, however, was rather symmetric, with Rg on the trans side
686 approximately equal to that on the cis side of the same length,
687 in lateral and normal directions alike (Figure 7c).
688 In bad solvent, the polymer adopted globular configurations
689 at the start of translocation and is threaded through the
690 opening, gradually entering a globule that forms on the other
691 side. This scenario was observed under hydrostatic driving force
692 and with the homogeneous chain model (Figure 7d,f). The
693 configurations of the chain were rather symmetric, with Rg(N)
694 showing similar behavior for the trans and cis segments.
695 Nevertheless, the scaling relationship Rg ∼ (N − 1)v was
696 inapplicable in cis and trans compartments alike. Because the
697 heterogeneous chain model in this paper does not exhibit a true
698 coil−globule transition, translocation in bad solvent was rather
699 similar to that in good solvent, as was already demonstrated
700 already by τ vs N scaling (Figure 7e).

7. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

701We present the first three-dimensional DPD simulation study
702of the forced translocation, which explicitly takes into account
703electrostatic interactions between the charged monomers and
704solution counterions. Translocation of a polymer chain through
705a membrane nanopore driven by an applied force was
706extensively studied in the literature using a variety of
707experimental and theoretical techniques, and there is a
708substantial disagreement among the published data. We
709considered the dependence of the translocation time τ on a
710variety of factors, such as the chain length N, the driving force
711magnitude E, and the solvent quality characterized by the
712solvent−polymer interaction parameter aPS, which was varied in
713the range from 0 to 45kT/Rc that should be compared with the
714solvent−solvent interaction parameter ass = 25kT/Rc. The
715simulation results were interpreted in terms of scaling
716exponents β and ξ obtained from linear correlations in double
717logarithmic coordinates, assuming scaling relationships τ ∼ Nβ

718and τ ∼ E−ξ, respectively. The chain conformation was
719characterized by the Flory exponent ν calculated from the
720chain length dependence of the radius of gyration, Rg ∼ Nν.
721The evolution of chain conformations in the process of
722translocation was explored by monitoring the radii of gyration
723of the cis and trans fragments of the translocating chain in
724normal and lateral directions.
725We considered two types of driving force: the uniform
726hydrostatic-type force acting on both solvent and polymer and
727the uniform electrostatic-type force acting on the selected or all
728(charged) chain beads and selected (counter-charged) solvent
729beads. In the electrostatic case, two types of charge
730distributions along the chain were assigned: uniform and
731heterogeneous. In the latter, the charge distribution corre-
732sponded to that in βLGa. These models were chosen for their
733simplicity and qualitative difference; in the uniform chain
734model, the force is proportional to the chain length, while in
735the protein model the force is independent of the chain length.
736A realistic consideration of DNA, which bears a large negative
737charge, is hardly possible without a large solvent bath with
738added electrolyte, which would make a reliable collection of
739statistics performed in this work unfeasible. In the case of a
740heterogeneous model that roughly describes protein trans-
741location, the very consideration of polyion conformation under
742different solvent conditions is actually a major challenge, as it
743has not been analyzed before.
744To set a reference, we explored the coil−globule transition in
745free chains by varying the solvent quality parameter aPS. For the
746system studied, we found a gradual transition from ν = 0.55 to
7470.6 under good solvent conditions (aPS = 25 kT/Rc) to ν = 0.3
748under bad solvent conditions (aPS = 40) with the θ-point value
749of ν = 0.5 achieved at aPS = 27.25/Rc

2. It is worth noting that,
750for the limited chain length (<100 beads), the θ transition is
751pretty gradual with the Flory exponent continuously varied
752from ∼0.6 at aPS ≈ 15 to ∼0.3 and aPS ≈ 30 crossing the ideal
753value of 0.5 at aPS = 27.25.
754The scaling correlations, τ ∼ E−ξ and τ ∼ Nβ, were
755established only for coil-like chains, and could not be identified
756with a reasonable accuracy for globular chains. Regardless of the
757type of the driving force, we found the driving force exponent ξ
758≈ 0.9. This generally confirms the approximate inverse-
759proportional correlation between the translocation time and
760driving force magnitude (ξ = 1) reported previously in the
761majority of published experimental and theoretical studies. This
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762 conclusion agrees with published experimental and modeling
763 data.4,49

764 The obtained correlation between the translocation time τ
765 and the chain length N with the scaling exponent β ≈ 1.44 for
766 coils in good solvent driven by the hydrostatic force agrees with
767 the β = 1 + ν relationship between the translocation exponent β
768 and the Flory exponent v suggested in some of the published
769 theoretical works.18,21 However, simulations of the systems
770 with different solvent quality showed that the β = 1 + ν
771 relationship did not hold for bad solvent conditions. In
772 contrast, we found that, as the solvent quality worsens, β
773 increases and the accuracy of linear regression analysis
774 deteriorates. That is, the influence of the chain length on the
775 translocation time is stronger in bad solvent compared to good
776 solvent. For the electrostatic driving force, we observed larger
777 values of β ≈ 1.7−1.9 depending on the charge distribution
778 along the chain. One may speculate that this difference was
779 caused by the different mechanisms of chain−solvent
780 interactions: in the hydrostatic case, the chain and solvent
781 coflow, while in the electrostatic case, oppositely charged
782 counterions cause additional chain−solvent friction.
783 The chain conformations of the translocating chains analyzed
784 from the variation of the gyration radii of cis and trans
785 fragments showed strong nonequilibrium effects for all systems,
786 especially pronounced under the hydrostatic driving force that
787 creates a solvent flow with very nonuniform particle velocities.
788 In good solvent, the nonequilibrium effects lead to extended
789 and asymmetric conformations of the chain. Translocation of
790 globules occurred faster than translocation of coils of the same
791 length that is somewhat counterintuitive. This effect is related
792 to the definition of the translocation time that we adopted.
793 Indeed, our clocks started when the chain end penetrated into
794 the pore, so that the time needed for the chain end to reach the
795 pore is not counted. And once the translocation started, the
796 chain threaded out of the globule experienced less hydro-
797 dynamic friction than the chain threaded out of the coil. We did
798 not observe the globule opening up during the translocation
799 process. The chain adopted a symmetric globular configuration
800 on the cis and trans sides alike.
801 The methodological novelty of this work is in the
802 demonstration of the feasibility of the 3D DPD method for
803 modeling the translocation phenomena under different
804 conditions and accounting for the electrostatic interactions
805 with explicit counterions, as well as for the solvent quality, in a
806 computationally efficient manner (compared with hard-
807 potential models). Further studies should involve customization
808 of the coarse-graining procedure to reflect the complex
809 structure of biopolymers of practical interest. This would
810 require introduction of different chain beads, incorporation of
811 side subchains, and multicomponent solvent solutions,
812 including added electrolyte that contributes to screening of
813 the electrostatic interactions between monomers and counter-
814 ions. Also, the driving force should be considered as spatially
815 distributed; in the electrostatic case, this distribution can be
816 obtained from the simultaneous solution of the Poisson−
817 Boltzmann equation.
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